
GCE HEALTHCARE

ACCESSORIES
Accessories for bed head units, medical beams and ceiling pendants are used for retrofi tting and enhancement of the utility value. They are 
modifi able and combinable exactly according to user requirements.

RAMP WITH BAR FOR COMPACT SPRING BALANCED ARMS
Ramps with bars for the compact spring balanced arms SPR10 and SPR11 are a signifi cant help everywhere, 
where a patient’s health condition requires simultaneous use of many medical devices. The medical devices 
can be fi tted on the bar beneath the ramp, thanks to which they are hanging in the air and therefore not 
taking space on the fl oor. Its advantage is further the extension of the electrical peripheries. It is possible to 
place them either on the wall, or on the installed medical beams.

EXAMINATION LED LAMP 
A small light with LED chip illumination and cone-shaped shade serves for basic examinations within 
inpatient rooms. The randomly movable arm is very advantageous. It is not limited by individual joints and 
therefore enables the user to set the lamp to the most favourable positions.

SHELF WIRE BASKETS
Medical work places require storage areas for surgical instruments and other  medical material needed for 
surgeries or patient care. Shelf systems can be executed as pendant beneath the bed head unit, bridge or 
rotary complex. Baskets can be combined with the shelf systems based on the needs of the customer. Shelf 
wire baskets are only available in stainless steel fi nishing.

MEDICAL RAILS FOR INFUSION AND SHELF BARS
Not only all medical source units can be equipped with universal medical rails, but other specialized 
medical workplaces can be equipped with them, too. With the use of holders, bearing bars for baskets and 
infusion hangers, shelves and other accessories can be attached to the rails.

MEDICAL RAILS FOR THE WALLS
Not only all medical source units can be equipped with universal medical rails, but other specialized 
medical workplaces can be equipped with them, too. With the use of holders, bearing bars for baskets and 
infusion hangers, shelves and other accessories can be attached to the rails.

MONITOR HOLDER
The monitor holder is used with the holders VESA 75/75 and VESA 100/100 to attach the monitor onto 
compact spring balanced arms SPR10 and SPR11.
The monitor holder is available as variant with or without a shelf for keyboard and mouse.
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HANGING SHELF WITH OR WITHOUT DRAWER, WITH MEDICAL 
RAILS
Medical departments need, in addition to the supply of medical gases and electricity  through ceiling 
pendants, bed head units and medical beams, storage space for surgical instruments and other medical 
equipment and material. Shelf systems can be designed as suspension, bridge or swiveling solution. Other 
mounting possibilities are the medical rails or the rods. Shelf systems can be modifi ed according to the 
users requirements, load capacity and dimesions of the shelves are selectable. They are available in classic 
tin design with powder coated surface in color according to the customer or in stainless steel.

SHELF ON MEDICAL RAIL
A shelf on a medical rail is used as swap space for ordinary medical supplies and equipment which is for 
medical personnel immediately at hand. The shelf can be mounted to standard medical rails.

REFRACTED ARMS
Refracted hangers are a huge help wherever the patients condition requires the use of many devices 
simultaneously. Apparatuses can be placed on the hangers that are higher in the air and do not take up 
space on the ground. The refracted arms can hold many other accessories, especially infusion rods, holders 
for infusion pumps, dispensers and monitors. They can be located both on the wall as well as on already 
installed end units of medical gases.

INFUSION RACK
Infusion racks serve to support up to four infusion bags and bottles. They can be attached to all types of 
Medical Beams, Ceiling Pendants and bed head units. Their application is wide and is an integral part of the 
end units of medical gases in intensive care and other departments.

CABLE HOLDER FOR MEDICAL RAIL
The cable holder with attachement to a medical rail is used to organize cable bundles and oxygen hoses 
next to medical beds. It is available in two sizes.




